
hilsen   Harness Steps 20 

8.35/Harness Step 

8.35A/Standing Step 

8.35B/Component Harness Step 

Application Safety device to mitigate risk of suspension trauma    

                                     

Fitment   Unit added to any Hilsen harness at manufacture  

To deploy  a. Pull downward on webbing tabs to release step    

   b. Pull step out of pouch until fully deployed     

   c. Adjust step using floating buckle       

   d. Insert foot (or both feet) into step        

   e. Stand up to relieve pressure from leg straps  

Adjustment  f. Remove foot (or feet) from step        

   g. Adjust step using floating buckle       

   h. Insert foot (or both feet) into step        

   i. Stand up to relieve pressure from leg straps     

                              

Be aware      Training is required to use this device 

Application Safety device to mitigate risk of suspension trauma    

                                               

Fitment   Unit added to any Hilsen harness at manufacture  

To deploy  a. Pull connector downward to release harness step    

   b. Pull step out of protective cover until fully deployed   

   c. Feed connector through webbing loop      

   d. Hook connector back onto suitable webbing eye    

   e. Insert foot (or both feet) into harness step     

   f. Stand up to relieve pressure from leg straps  

Adjustment  g. Remove foot (or feet) from harness step      

   h. Move connector to another webbing eye     

   i. Insert foot (or both feet) into harness step      

                                        

Be aware      Training is required to use this device 

    

Application Safety device to mitigate risk of suspension trauma    

                                        

Fitment   a. Unit supplied separately as a component      

   b. Select suitable anchor point on harness at waist    

   c. Loop unit around harness strap       

   d. Feed back through webbing eye       

   e. Allow unit to hang freely from waist 

To deploy  f. Pull connector downward to release harness step    

   g. Pull step out of protective cover until fully deployed   

   h. Feed connector back through harness webbing     

   i. Hook connector back onto suitable webbing eye    

   j. Insert foot (or both feet) into harness step   

Adjustment  k. Remove foot (or feet) from harness step       

   l. Move connector to another webbing eye     

   m. Insert foot (or both feet) into harness step      

                              

Be aware      Training is required to use this device   

    


